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Smith' s bible dictionary apk

Smith's Bible Dictionary, 1863 Sir William Smith. Smith's Bible Dictionary, originally named the Bible Dictionary, is a 19th-century Bible dictionary containing four thousand entries named after its editor, William Smith. Its popularity is such that the condensate dictionary usurps the title, Smith's Bible Dictionary. The original dictionary was
published as three collections set in 1863, in London and Boston, USA. This was followed by A Concise Dictionary of the Bible (1865), for readers and students in general, and A Smaller Dictionary of the Bible (1866), for use in schools. A comprehensive bible dictionary (1868), which was published simultaneously in London and New
York, and a four-episode Bible dictionary (1871), was published in Boston, among other things combining the appendix of the first edition into the main body of writing. In the United Kingdom, a corresponding second edition of the first of two parts, edited by Smith and J.M. Fuller, was published in 1893. The original publications are now in
the public domain; some derivative, commercial versions are still copyrighted. Famous contributors to the dictionary include Harold Browne, bishop of Ely; Charles J. Ellicott, bishop of Gloucester and Bristol; and the Cambridge scholars J.B. Lightfoot, William W. Selwyn, and Brooke Foss Westcott, who later became bishops of Durham.
One of the contributors to the Americans was George Edward Post, a medical doctor and plantist (of the University of Beirut (AUB)). [1] A Dictionary of the Bible, edited by William Smith (3 episodes: London, John Murray, 1863). A Concise Dictionary of the Bible, edited by William Smith (London, John Murray, 1865). A Smaller Dictionary
of the Bible, edited by William Smith (London, John Murray, 1866). A comprehensive dictionary of the Bible, edited by Samuel Barnum (New York, Appleton; London, Little Britain, 1868). Bible Dictionary, edited by H.B. Hackett (4 episodes: New York, Hurd and Houghton, 1871). A Dictionary of the Bible, edited by William Smith and J.M.
Fuller, 2nd edition (episode 1 part I, episode 1 part II: London, John Murray, 1893). The Bible Dictionary, modified and edited by pastors F. N. Peloubet and M. A. Peloubet, with the latest research and references to the Revised Version of the New Testament (Philadelphia: Porter and Coates, 1884; Res: Philadelphia: John C. Winston Co.,
1948). Reference ^ Robert E. Thompson. History of presbyterian Churches in the United States, page 21, at Google Books See also Public Domain Resources Bible Dictionary of Easton (1897), another popular Bible dictionary of smith's 19th century Bible Dictionary - Table of Contents Webster's 1828, Easton and Smith's Bible
Dictionaries - Android App Webster's 1828 , Easton and Smith's Bible Dictionaries - IOS App This article about a Dictionary You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Articles related to this Bible are still early. can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
title=Smith%27s_Bible_Dictionary&amp;oldid=948462285 free! For you who want to learn more about the word of the Lord! Now you can chat and meet other brothers and do a prayer request. With an intuitive and easy-to-read interface even on devices with small screens and the ability to zoom in using pincer motion. The best Biblical
term ever. Resources :- Share verses through Whatsapp!- Biblical Places- New Bible Events- Prayer Requests- Sharing Modes- All Bible Locations- Complete Dictionary A - Z- All Bible Names and Their Meanings- Conversation- Biblical Themes for Different Situations- Reference Books at Hand: Easton's Bible Dictionary, Smith's Bible
and Dictionary, The King James Version (KJV), Nave's Topical Bible, the Condensed Biblical Cyclopedia, Torrey's New Topical Textbook and the Commentary Critical and Explanatory on the Whole Bible (JFB Commentary)- Very quick and simple to use.- Works offline, even in airplane mode. Study the Bible anytime, anywhere, without
the necessary Internet connection.- Share any entries by e-mail, SMS, WhatsApp, Facebook, etc.NO INTERNET ! What we need to understand brothers, is that God's love goes beyond any denomination, so if you belong to any religious group and burn in your heart the desire to serve the Father and learn more about Him, be sure to
download this app that will surely give you all the help you need. So you can be on Lutheranism, Anestheism, Anestheism Communion, Calvinism, Continental Reformed Churches, Presbyterianism, Congregations, Anabaptists and Schwarzenau Brethren, Plymouth Brethren and the Free Protestant Church, MethodistsPietists and
Holiness Churches, Baptists, Spiritual Baptists, Atheist Churches – Irvingites, Pentecostalism, African Initiated Churches, Messianic/Jewish Christians, United and United Churches, Religious Friends Association (Quakers), Stone-Campbell Restoration Movement, Southcottites, Adventist (Sunday observations ), The Church of God
movements (Observed Sunday), non-triath dynical groups, Holy Day After, Unified Pentecostalism, Unity and Universalism or any other group , if you want to understand a little more about the Bible It is God who is trapped and does not let the enemy throw a bucket of ice in your dream! Any debate will always triumph with the weapons
God gives us. Learn the meaning and origin of the main terminology of the Bible. With over 7,000 entries, Smith's Bible Dictionary will guide your understanding of the word of God and the son of Jesus Christ. A must have reference application for any serious research about the Old and New Testaments.* More than 7,000 dictionary and
encyclopedia entries.* Very quick and simple to use.* Offline operations, even in airplane mode. Study the Bible anytime, anywhere, without the necessary Internet connection.* Search inside one of these or all at once.* Powerful search system. Search inside by term and/or definition using different criteria.* Large text options to improve
readability * Mark your favorites for quick reference in the future.* Share any entry using e-mail, SMS, etc. FAQ:Q: How can I share a sentence from the list? A: Just press for 2 or 3 seconds and a menu with the available sharing options will appearQ: How can I change the voice speed? A: The speed of speech is controlled by the TTS tool
installed with Android. It can be set up by going to:Settings --&gt; Voice input &amp; output settings --&gt; Text to speech settings --&gt; speech rateQ: How can I change my voice? A: Just go to Menu --&gt; Install and choose a language. Currently, 2 sound markers are available:* English (US)* English (GB)About permissions:We know
you may be worried about the rights required by the application so here's why they're needed:To download ads used to support the development of the app, these permissions are required:- Full Internet access- View network status Save your favorites in the SD card:- Modify/delete SD card content Speech synthesizer:Text-to-speech
(TTS) technology may not be available in some devices. To check if your phone can synthesize speech: Menu -&gt; Settings -&gt; Voice input &amp; output -&gt; Text-to-speech settings. If not installed, your device may ask you to install the TTS tool. An internet connection may be required. We recommend installing it before traveling as
roaming data taxes can be very expensive. Praise God! God bless you! John 1:1-51 KJV - Originally the Word, and the Word is with God, and the Word is God.Note: This app uses Smith's 1863 Bible Dictionary as a public resource. The Smiths Bible Dictionary app is a must have on your gadget if you desire to study God's Word more
deeply and gain different perspectives. The Smiths Bible Dictionary provides information about the people, places, traditions and practices, history, geography and text content of the Bible which is really useful for bible study.Written by Dr. William Smith, the Smiths Bible Dictionary was originally written in 1884 and its use and popularity
remain worldwide to this day making it a reliable document. Its original name was A Dictionary of the Bible containing more than four thousand entries which are now named after Smith. He was taught in classical literature and was fluent in Lain and Greek. God's Word is an important part of our daily walk as a follower of Jesus Christ. And
reading it daily is for the transformation and innovation of the power of your body, soul and spirit to protect you against the works of the devil and the flesh. God's Word is a source of life, full of gods promising to all It serves as our hope, our light and our daily communication to Father.And in light of reading and studying god's Word, there
is aid to help you understand the Bible better as Biblical commentary and dictionaries written by other lexicographers and lexicographers. The Bible Dictionary is useful for those who want to understand the terms used in the Bible or if you are looking for specific words, characters, places and objects. The Smiths Bible Dictionary app will
help you search for words and know what they mean conveniently and better to study the Bible Dictionary.Smiths has over 4,500 themes and all its entries are properly defined, analyzed together with the corresponding Bible references. Download the Smiths Bible Dictionary app now and enjoy a deeper study, reflection and meditation of
the Word Gods to communicate and fellowship deeper with the Holy Spirit.
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